Connect
to your
hydraulic
attachments
in a single
operation...

ONE SECOND
CONNECTION

without
leaving
the cab!
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POWERED BY

Keep your valuable
personnel in the
SAFETY of the cab

Demolition, quarries and heavy construction sites are extremely hazardous environments.
Every time your operator has to leave the safety of the cab to disconnect or connect
hydraulic lines, they put their life and their health at risk. Not to mention the bottom line of
the company should anything go wrong.

APPROACH

ENGAGE FIRST PIN

ENGAGE SECOND PIN

HYDRAULICS GO!

Connect to hydraulic enabled attachments with the exact same process as non-hydraulic
attachments. The Quickflow system connects upon contact with full operating pressure and is ready to
go immediately. Attach or detach in seconds without leaving the cab.

Prevent
CONTAMINANTS
from getting into
exposed hydraulic
connections

The patented Quickflow
mechanism is protected by selfclosing solid protective covers on
both the machine and attachment
sides, reducing the risk of dirt,
dust and contaminants from
entering the hydraulic system.

Save hundreds
of hours of
UNPRODUCTIVE
downtime changing
over attachments

Do the math yourself; how much downtime
does it take to swap from a hammer to a
bucket ten times a day?
What’s your productive hourly rate?

Quickflow also prevents damage to traditional
hose mounted couplings, which are regularly
squashed by the attachment being dropped on
the site terrain.
Hoses are tucked out of the way and protected
by the Attachment Plate when not in use, with
the coupling closed by a solid protective cover.

Connect to all of
your EXISTING
attachments

Don’t Compromise
The tenX Quickflow Coupler operates with all the functionality of the standard
tenX Coupler, which is already of a world class leading standard.
Swap from hammer to bucket to ripper and back to hammer with ease.

> ECONOMICAL
> PRACTICAL
> SAFE
> CLEAN
> FAST...
> OBVIOUS
The tenX® Quickflow Coupler has all of
the patented features of the standard
tenX Coupler
INSTANT SAFETY KNUCKLE

Coupler is locked to attachment and
safe as soon as the first pin is engaged

INSTANT RESET TRIGGER

Coupler is ready for reattachment immediately after
disengagement

WEDGE and SAFETY ARM

Safety Arm maintains pin-toWedge relationship in the event of
loss of engagement force

LIFTING EYE

Increased Working Load Limits
allow lifting capability of the
carrier machines to be maximised
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